ABSTRACT

The current condition of the Indonesian military if compared to other countries is still falling behind, in this case the Government has an important role in overcoming the problems that occur. In this case of course Indonesia should be establish cooperation with more advanced and more modern state in the field of defense. One of the countries working with Indonesia on defense is South of Korea. Indonesia works with South Korea because South Korea forces look better or more modern than Indonesia.

The objective of this research is to define the implementation of Indonesia-South Korea defense cooperation program activity toward defense industry development in Indonesia, how to create competence in Indonesia defense industry development through Indonesia defense cooperation activity of South Korea and also to know why logistic support is to be a prerequisite for development of Indonesia defense industry. Type of method used by writer in this research is qualitative method. Qualitative method is a method that emphasizes the aspect of deeper understanding of a problem than to see a problem.

From this research, it can be concluded that the Indonesian government allocates big budget to improve alutsista, Indonesia also develop way by way of transfer of technology or TOT with defense industry of other country which cooperate in defense field with Indonesia. Through this partnership, Indonesia has many advantages such as Indonesia getting military training, technology development through TOT program and obtaining alutsista purchase license from South Korea.
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